
 

 

To what extent do the texts you have studied reveal both the emotional and intellectual responses 

evoked by the experience of discovering? 

 

Some discoveries reveal both emotional and intellectual responses because of the way they confront 

established assumptions and attitudes. This is illustrated in “The Tempest”, which invites responders to 

recognise the artificial, constructed nature of power hierarchies, as well as the importance of ethical leadership 

within human society. Similarly, Thomas More’s 15th century essay “Utopia” explores discoveries on power 

and the importance of empathy in an attempt to evoke emotional and intellectual responses from the audience. 

A critical analysis of both texts serves to evoke both emotional and intellectual responses through the 

discovery of the nature of power.  

 

A discovery that reveals both emotional and intellectual responses is made evident in “The Tempest” 

through its exploration of the constructed nature of power hierarchies within human society. This becomes 

evident in the opening tempest, which, depicted in media res, foreground the disruption of the established 

order. The limits of elite power is asserted in the boatswain’s demand, “What care these roarers for the name 

of king?” Through imperious tone, Shakespeare reflects on contextual concerns in the age of colonisation 

regarding the fragility of authoritarian power when removed from society, and thereby provokes intellectual 

revelations on its powerlessness in the face of chaos. Shakespeare further questions the moral legitimacy of 

hierarchies through Antonio and Sebastian’s conspiracies, evident in the insinuation, “my strong imagination 

sees a crown dropping on thy head.” Through metaphor, he depicts the corrupt appeal of power, reflecting 

personal anxieties of his elitist context. Despite Sebastian’s initial reluctance, he willingly subverts the ordained 

power structure for selfish greed, “thy case, my dear friend, shall be my precedent.” This disregard for 

established connection emphasises the potential for moral bankruptcy within hierarchies, prompting 

responders to re-discover the corruption that characterises them. As such, it becomes evident that 

Shakespeare's representation of power structures allows responders to make discoveries that evoke 

emotional and intellectual responses.  

 

 The notion that discoveries can evoke emotional and intellectual responses is made evident in “Utopia” 

through its examination of the notion that power is a construct designed to advantage elites. Predating 

Shakespeare’s play, More’s fictional account of an egalitarian utopia challenges European absolutism in a 

similar manner to “The Tempest.” The illogic of the notion of moral superiority because of social privilege is 



 

 

emphasised by Hythloday’s anecdotal analogy, “[how can anyone] be silly enough to think himself better than 

other people, because his clothes are made of finer woollen thread than theirs.” The tone of derision serves to 

emphasise the irrational nature of hierarchical power - a concept reflected in the role of leaders within human 

society, “a shepherd’s job… is to feed his sheep, not himself,” where the use of pastoral analogy serves to 

critique the self-interested nature of power structures. The ubiquity of avarice and self-interested behaviour 

among power elites is exposed in “Utopia” just as it is in “The Tempest” when the narrator acknowledges that 

kings “are generally more set on acquiring new kingdoms… than on governing well those that they already 

have.” This colloquial register acts to allow Hythloday's critique of power paradigms to be accessible to a wide 

audience, reflecting the growing appeal of humanist values within the period. 

 

The capacity for discoveries to evoke emotional and intellectual responses is also exemplified in the 

discovery of the necessity of ethical leadership, which draws attention to the characterisation of Prospero as 

he moves from a vengeful elite to an empathetic individual. The manipulative nature of power prominent within 

Shakespeare’s Jacobean context is implied in Prospero’s acknowledgment of the origins of the tempest, “I 

have with such provision in mine art/So safely ordered,” where his depiction as an unethical tyrant through the 

metaphorical reference of his power as “art” provokes intellectual discoveries on the moral hypocrisy of elite 

leadership. His absolutist character is contrasted with Miranda’s compassion, “o, I have suffered with those I 

have seen suffer,” symbolising humanist ideology on the importance of empathy. The emotional responses this 

evokes serves to allow the audience to recognise alternative models of power and reconsider the nature of 

absolutist hierarchies. However, Prospero’s moral epiphany following Ariel’s assertion of empathy, “Mine 

would sir, were I human,” is immediate, “And mine shall.” Through the employment of diction “human” and its 

emblematic representation of humanist values, Shakespeare prompts emotional revelations within the 

audience regarding the essential quality of compassion within leadership.  

 

A similar discovery that evokes emotional responses regarding the importance of empathy in promoting 

functional societies is also made evident in “Utopia”. The amorality of using violent force to impose leadership, 

as Prospero does, is critiqued by More’s protagonist, who asserts that, “If a king should fall under such 

contempt or envy that he could not keep his subjects in their duty but by oppression and ill usage… it were 

certainly better for him to quit his kingdom.” Through emotive language, the illegitimacy of leadership that 

relies on force is emphasised. This is contrasted by the moral obligations of genuine leadership, emphasised 



 

 

when Hythloday points out that the social organisation ameliorates the need for punishment, “instead of 

inflicting these horrible punishments, it would be far more to the point to provide everyone with some means of 

livelihood.” His reasoned, measured tone serves to highlight the structural causes of social deviance and the 

ethics of creating equitable societies, thus provoking responders to make discoveries on the importance of 

empathy in leadership. Through a recognition of the centrality of morals within human nature, both 

Shakespeare and More provokes emotional and intellectual responses regarding the nature of power 

hierarchies and alternative models as political modes. 

  

 As such, both Shakespeare’s Romance ‘The Tempest’ and Thomas More’s essay “Utopia” prompts 

responders to re-discover the importance of morality and reconsider established power structures through 

thematic concerns. An analysis of both texts reaffirms the notion that discovering is a complex process that 

evokes emotional and intellectual responses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Does the treatment of social manipulation in 1984 and Metropolis reveal the texts’ similarities or 

reinforce their distinctive qualities? In your response, make detailed reference to your prescribed 

texts. 

 

The comparison of the seminal texts Metropolis and Nineteen Eighty Four (1984) yields insights to how 

texts are shaped by their socio-political and economic contexts. Written against the backdrop of traumatic 

wars, both texts utilise dystopian societies to send a didactic message against social manipulation by 

authoritarianism and the futility of rebellion. Filmed at the dawn of the Weimar Republic, Fritz Lang’s German 

expressionist film Metropolis (1929) looks at the hierarchical structure of industrial corporatism and anxieties 

regarding its effect on the proletariat. Similarly, George Orwell’s novel 1984 criticises the manipulation evident 

in the fascist regimes of his post-WWII context. Despite common thematic concerns, a critical analysis of the 

concurrent themes of repression and rebellion reveals the influence of context on the textual treatment of 

social manipulation. 

 

 Both texts explore the manipulation of society to achieve repression; however, they provide differing 

perspectives as they are products of their respective contexts. Filmed in 1927, Lang insinuates anxieties 

regarding social manipulation through the economic repression of workers as a result of the rise of 

corporatism. This repression is exemplified in Freder’s first exposure to the Workers’ City, where he realises 

the injustice underpinning the metropolis. Lang alludes to his context of economic control through graphic 

match, where the machine’s transformation into the gaping maw of the Ammonite God Moloch symbolises the 

human sacrifice required to maintain the technocratic elites’ power. Their dispensability is emphasised through 

the low angle framing of an endless procession of robotic workers marching into its maw, alluding to anxieties 

regarding the widening gap between social classes. The imposition of rigid time demands synonymous with 

economic Taylorism is illustrated through a close up of two clocks which symbolise the perversion of time of an 

over-industrialised state. Lang’s utilisation of mise-en-scene evokes geometric relations - the smaller 24-hour 

clock is placed above a larger 10-hour clock - and acts as a visual metaphor of Metropolis: a utopia for the few 

on top, and a purgatory for the many at the bottom; mirroring Lang’s hierarchical context.  

 

Orwell’s similar criticism of social manipulation is made evident in 1984, where oligarchical communism 

is achieved through political and psychological control. The inversion of reason within totalitarianism is 



 

 

depicted in the Party’s paradoxical slogan ‘War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is Strength’. Through 

binary opposition, Orwell illustrates the inversion of reason required to maintain the Party’s immortality. 

Through the use of propaganda evident in Goldstein’s characterisation, “the renegade and backslider”, the 

Party overwhelms independent thought and redirects them to their enemies, placing emphasis on Orwell’s 

critique of the brutal tactics necessary to maintain the ideological purity within totalitarianism. He continues to 

parody the culture of indoctrination within fascist regimes through his sardonic neologism of ‘doublethink’ - a 

form of psychological manipulation within Oceania that forces people ‘to know that black is white.’ This loss of 

psychological independence accentuates the forced subjection of identity, reflecting Orwell’s critique of the 

irrational nature of repression within emerging political regimes during his context. Despite similar concerns 

exposed in both texts, Lang and Orwell approach the treatment of social manipulation differently - one through 

economic repression, and the other through political subjugation. 

 

 Both texts also express the inevitable rebellion provoked by social manipulation; however, each text’s 

representation varies, reflecting contextual differences.. In Metropolis, the rebellion is initially established as 

legitimate in the catacombs scene where Maria preaches patience. Framed in a wide-shot against a 

background of crucifixes, the mise-en-scene draws heavily on Christian imagery to suggest Maria’s role in the 

film as a symbol of hope. However, as the film progresses, Lang betrays contextual anxieties within the proto-

democratic Germany through False Maria’s manipulation of the proletariat, as seen through intercuts between 

close-ups of her distorted expressions and the subjective framing of the frenzied crowd. The film’s 

ambivalence concerning the efficacy of rebellion undermines the hopefulness of the ending, where mise-en-

scene locates the action in front of medieval architecture, evoking Lang’s desire for the resurgence of 

traditional structures. The reluctance of Fredersen and Grot to reconcile is emphasised through proxemics, 

which depict them on opposite sides of the frame. The concluding image of the two men, connected by Freder 

in a mid-shot, betrays Lang’s own optimism for achieving social syncretism through traditional values within the 

optimism at the time of the Dawes Plan. However, the tokenism of the conclusion suggests the ultimate 

ambivalence and further reflects the ideological uncertainty that characterised his context. 

 

Although Metropolis maintains an ambivalent perspective to rebellion, Orwell’s 1984 depicts Winston’s 

futile struggle against social manipulation. Orwell’s perspective reflects the insidious doctrines of 

totalitarianism, depicted in the parallelism “Until they have become conscious they will never rebel, and until 



 

 

after they have rebelled they cannot become conscious.” This highlights the political conditions within highly 

controlled and censored fascist regimes, and the futility of change within such institutions. The quintessential 

futility of rebellion is again introduced in the brutal metaphor “Imagine a boot stamping on a human face - 

forever,” illustrating the alarm Orwell sounds against the irrational nature of social manipulation within fascist 

regimes. Winston’s ultimate defeat is confirmed in the conclusion with him “unconsciously… [tracing] 2+2=5,” 

juxtaposing his initial diary entry: “Freedom is… two plus two make four.” This contrast serves to suggest that 

no moral conviction is strong enough to withstand the Party’s power, and therefore accentuates his critique of 

his contemporaries in their denial of social manipulation within the USSR. As such, a comparison of rebellion 

within both Metropolis and 1984 underlines the impact of different contexts on thematic representations. 

 

 An examination of the intertextual perspectives of Metropolis and 1984 highlights the nature of both 

repression and rebellion. Through their differing contexts and textual forms, a critical comparison of both texts 

allows the audience to comprehend the impact of socio-political contexts on the representation of ideas, and 

therefore gain a deeper understanding of social manipulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MODULE B 

INTRO 

 Shaped by an era that had just emerged from the ashes of two world wars, the language of modernist 

writers such as T.S. Eliot critiqued anxieties of the age - namely the alienation and uncertainty that 

characterised the modernist world. Eliot encompassed the fractured existence of humanity through his poetic 

form and features, which rejected the exhausted language of Romanticism and incorporated objective 

correlatives and fragmented images. This distinctive language is made evident in both “____” and “____”, 

where Eliot explores the nature of alienation and uncertainty and their place within his modernist context. 

 

LOVESONG OF J. ALFRED PRUFROCK 

Alienation 

 In the dramatic monologue “Prufrock”, Eliot depicts the disconnected angst experienced within an 

alienated modernity. Influenced by 19th century French Symbolists, Eliot sought to utilize objective 

correlatives, objects which shall be the formula of that particular emotion” [Eliot]. The alienation of the 

individual within modernism is established through the inversion of Romantic natural imagery, where the 

contrast between, ‘Let us go then you and I, when the evening is spread out against the sky’ and the simile ‘ 

like a patient etherised upon a table’ asserts the passivity and paralysis of those entrapped within the context. 

Additionally the extended metaphor of the fog which ‘“curl… about the house, and [fall] asleep,” where the 

house acts as a microcosm of the debased city, shrouded by a “yellow fog” that symbolises the dissociation of 

modern life. Through images of physical debasement, where the fog descends from high “window panes” to 

“stand[ing] in drains”, Eliot reiterates his critique of the surreal nature of consciousness within an alienated 

society. His use of distinctive imagery continues to evoke Prufrock’s alienation through the metaphorical 

image, “I should have been a pair of ragged claws,” connoting the persona’s desire for escape from a context 

shrouded by the “yellow fog”. His continuing disconnection is evinced through the layering of literary allusion, 

where both the inversion of Marvel’s metaphysical image, “to have squeezed the universe into a ball,” and the 

connotation of the absence of nobility, “No! I am not Prince Hamlet,” combine to intensify the suggestion of 

Prufrock’s defeat, reminding the audience that the “yellow fog” has in fact “curled about the house, and fell 

asleep.” 



 

 

Uncertainty 

Eliot continues to critique modern life in Prufrock through its expose of the uncertainty that 

characterises the context. Again, the distinctive mode of stream-of-consciousness, fragmented narration is 

used to establish an image of meaninglessness within a context where tradition has been usurped by 

modernity. The mood of uncertainty established by the image of the of the yellow fog, “slipped by the terrace, 

made a sudden leap,” is further asserted through the persona’s evasive tone, “Oh, do not ask, ‘What is it?’,” 

where the failure of language suggests the scepticism of human existence within the context of modernity. The 

speaker’s impotent uncertainty is emphasised through stream-of-consciousness narration, where the constant 

shift of thought from trivial, “How his hair is growing thin,” to existential “Do I dare/ Disturb the universe?”  

reflects the disconnected mentality that stems from the uncertainty of modern life. The persona’s inability to 

escape this futility is highlighted by the anti-Romantic content of the concluding stanzas, which inverts the 

connotation of harmony within its Petrarchan sonnet form, “I do not think that they will sing to me.” Eliot ends 

his critique of the uncertainty of modern life through antithesis in the concluding couplet, “’Til human voices 

wake us, and we drown,” emphasising Eliot’s critique of the existential angst within the uncertainty of modern 

life.  

 

HOLLOW MEN 

Alienation 

The alienation established by the given passage is shown to be a thematic concern of his corpus, as is 

evident in his choric monologue “The Hollow Men”. Unlike the individual alienation of Prufrock, this poem uses 

distinct images to evoke the paralysis of an alienated and spiritually barren world. Such ideas are immediately 

established through collective nouns in the opening line, “We are the hollow men,” where repetition of prayerful 

incantation parodies the disconnection that stems from lack of spirituality. Eliot resumes his bleak commentary 

on the early 20th century through binary opposition, “Shape without form, shade without colour,/ Paralysed 

force, gesture without motion,” reinforcing the stasis and enervation of of the ‘hollow’ men to further parody the 

alienation induced by the rejection of spirituality. His critique of modern life is reiterated through distinct images 

of aridity, “dead land” and “cactus land”, alluding to the absence of vitality and hope within a secular world. In 

the poem’s conclusion,  

inverts the repetitive child-like chant by presenting a pathetic image of how the world ends, “Not with a 

bang, but with a whimper,” depicting the futility of life within a culture alienated from spiritual redemption.  



 

 

Uncertainty 

Similarly, the uncertainty of existence within the spiritual wasteland of modern life is re-explored 

through the use of distinctive language and its characteristic fragmented images in “The Hollow Men”. Eliot’s 

disappointment in secularism is examined through stone images, ‘here the stones are raised’ and ‘ form stone 

to broken stone’  which “receive/ The supplication of a dead man’s hand…” which serves to ironically critique 

the idolatry of contemporary values t to highlight Eliot’s condemnation of those who idolise false gods in favour 

of spiritual redemption. This notion is emphasised through the combination of the motif of eyes and negation, 

“The eyes are not here” symbolically suggesting the blind uncertainty of those engulfed within a culture devoid 

of spirituality. Eliot also utilises mis-remembered fragments of a children’s rhyme, “Here we go round the 

prickly pear” to represent his nihilistic perspective on modernity. The transposition of the mulberry bush into 

the negative image of ‘prickly pear’ suggests the failure of traditional modes to shape meaningful 

understanding. This uncertainty regarding the nature of meaning is once again regarded by the metaphor of 

the “Shadow”, which is shown to fall in between the middle of pairs of concepts of prospect and fulfilment, 

“Between the desire/ And the spasm/ Between the potency/ And the existence.” The Shadow interrupts 

creation at all levels and aims only to create an eternity of hollow abstraction, therefore suggesting that the 

hollow men of the secular modern world are indeed condemned to perpetual uncertainty.  

 

PRELUDES 

Alienation 

 The alienation of the individual within the context of modernity is also explored in the free-verse lyric 

poem, Preludes. Eliot employs his characteristic stream-of-consciousness narration to depict the sense of 

detachment that prevails within the repetitive, hopeless cycle of routine within urbanised environments. Such 

ideas are established in the ironic title, “Preludes”, where the implication of musical harmony is quickly 

subverted by the mood of desolation incited by bleak images, “winter evening” and “grimy scraps”. Through 

synaesthesia, Eliot conveys the persona’s sense of fragmentation and ennui. He continues to critique the 

modernist world through anaphora, “and now”, “and newspapers”, “and at the corner”, suggesting the 

meaningless routine that characterises modern alienated life. This mood of decay is further emphasised in the 

second stanza, where despite the promise of “morning comes”, the atmosphere remains unchanged, as seen 

in the “faint stale smell of beer” and “sawdust trampled streets.” The alienation experienced by individuals 



 

 

within Eliot’s bleak context is further suggested through metonymy, “muddy feet” and “all the hands”, thus 

suggesting that the city’s inhabitants are condemned to a cycle of hopeless isolation.  

Uncertainty 

 The uncertainty that characterises the context of spiritual and cultural decline is re-explored in 

Preludes. This notion is initially foreshadowed in the shift from third to second person narration, where the 

subject is particularised, “you tossed the blanket” and “you lay upon your back, and waited.” The longing for 

reassurance of those confronting uncertainty is made evident in the symbolism of the image, “and when… the 

light crept up between the shutter/ and you heard the sparrows,” where natural images suggest the 

hopefulness of the persona. Despite this optimism, “you had such a vision”, the futility of finding meaning and 

purpose within the context is reasserted through the metonymy of “yellow soles of feet” and “soiled hands”, 

wherein the sullied quality of modernity is evoked. The speaker’s desperation for meaning within the context is 

asserted as he seeks “the notion of some infinitely gentle… thing”, alluding to the hopefulness of traditional 

institutions. This hope is immediately rejected as laughably futile, “wipe your hands across your mouth and 

laugh”, implying Eliot’s critique of the perpetual uncertainty of modern life.  

 

RHAPSODY 

Alienation 

 Eliot continues his critique on the alienation engendered by his degraded urbanised context in 

“Rhapsody”. The narrative focus on the interplay of the speaker’s conscious perceptions and fragmented 

memory, prompted by his walk through a grim Parisian streetscape, is widely understood to reflect Eliot’s debt 

to French philosopher Henri Bergson, who argued that “our being can only be found amidst the shifting 

currents of our most immediate experience.” The fragmented nature of identity within the alienated urban 

context is evoked by the personification of the natural environment, “held in a lunar synthesis/whispering lunar 

incantation.” This suggests the involuntary intrusion of the imagination and memory into the concrete 

perceptions of the speaker to demonstrate the alienation of those within the context. These concrete 

perceptions of decline are intensified by the emphasis on the motif of decay within the natural world, “twisted 

things;/ A twisted branch upon the beach,” symbolising the atrophy and emptiness of alienated modernity. The 

deterioration of identity is further suggested in the metaphor, “I could see nothing behind that child’s eye,” 

symbolically asserting the emptiness of those surviving within the alienated context. 

Uncertainty 



 

 

 The uncertainty that characterised early 20th century modern life is again shown to be a thematic 

concern in “Rhapsody” through its pervasive mood of nihilism. The inability of constructed, urbanised 

modernity to provide meaning for the individual is suggested through symbolism, “every street lamp that I 

pass/ Beats like a fatalistic drum,” where simile evokes the psyche’s uncertainty and fragmentation within the 

context. This lack of intrinsic meaning is further developed through the motif of the absence of vision, “I have 

seen eyes in the street/ Trying to peer through lighted shutters”, connoting the absence of understanding 

within the uncertainty of modern life. The speaker’s return from his descent into the chaotic realm of perception 

and memory is signalled by the intrusive nature of the modern habitus, “the lamp said ‘Here is the number of 

the door,’” where personification suggests the controlling impact of the metropolis on the uncertainty of an 

individual’s psyche. The concluding images of the poem, which depict the speaker submitting to robotic 

routines, “Put your shoes at the door, sleep, prepare for life” continues to utilise imperative tone to suggest the 

submission to the automatic ritualisation of experience within urban modernity.  

 

JOURNEY OF THE MAGI 

Alienation 

 In this monologue, Eliot continues his critique of post-WW1 modern life as he evokes the alienation of 

the subjects in their journey through a strange and unfamiliar land. The discomfort of this journey is 

foregrounded at the opening of the poem, “A cold coming we had of it,” and “the ways deep and the weather 

sharp.” Through intertextual allusion to a religious narrative of transition, coupled with bleak imagery, the 

discomfort and disorientation of the travellers is evoked. This disorientation is further suggested in the 

paraphrasing of the gospel narrative and the description, “there were times we regretted/the summer palaces 

on slopes, the terraces and the silken girls bringing sherbet.” The repetition of sibilance within images of 

decadence connotes a world in which the travellers have sought fragile connections to assuage the 

disconnection of alienation. The traveller’s experience of alienation is further reiterated through rhetorical 

repetition, ‘A hard time we had of it.’ This clipped and emphatic tone intensifies the speaker’s evocation of a 

journey through a hostile and unrelenting environment, alluding to the conditions of those confronted with the 

unfamiliarity of modernity. 

 

Uncertainty 



 

 

 “The Journey of the Magi” also shares Eliot’s modernist concern on the theme of uncertainty, evoked 

as the travellers continue their journey through an unfamiliar landscape. Despite the landscape’s initial 

suggestion of beneficence, as evoked by positive natural imagery, ‘a temperate valley’ and ‘smelling of 

vegetation’ , the travellers are also confronted by unfamiliar signs and symbols, ‘a watermill beating the 

darkness’ and ‘an old white horse galloped away’ . The resulting mood of confusion suggests the traveller’s 

uncertainty and disconnection. This mood of confusion is continued in the fourth stanza, where conflated 

biblical images ‘vine-leaves over the lintel’ and ‘dicing for pieces of silver’ serve to further intensify the 

traveller’s experience of dislocation and disorientation, as suggested by the speaker’s admission, ‘there was 

no information’. The  uncertainty of the travellers is also emphasised through the speaker’s rhetorical demand, 

‘were we lead all this way for Birth or Death?’ and through the juxtaposition of essential binary terms, their 

unresolved confusion remains foregrounded. the speaker’s tone of defeat in the concluding lines of the poem, 

‘I should be glad of another death’ reiterates the pervading mood of confusion within the poem, and continues 

to demonstrate  Eliot’s thematisation of the uncertainty within the context. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 Through a synthesis of modernist techniques, Eliot effectively conveys the alienation of the individual 

within the early 20th century and the uncertainty that this lead to. A reflection on his poetic forms and features 

provides the audience with an understanding of his context - a concept reflected in G.S. Fraser’s statement: 

“[their] identities, and [their] place in the world is increasingly difficult to place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 ‘Experiences of landscape may be diverse, but the influence on identity is always profound.’ 

 Evaluate this statement with detailed reference to your prescribed text and ONE other related text of 

your own choosing. 

 

Experiences of landscapes may be diverse, but the influence on identity is always profound because of 

their dynamic, interdependent quality. Accompanied by the minds of influential philosophers and artists, Botton 

“blends the personal and the philosophic” [Doloughan] in his eclectic text “The Art of Travel” (2002) to provide 

an understanding of how an individual’s experience of landscapes can be dominated by either the subjective 

desire for imagined landscapes, or by the inspirational influence of the real. This interdependent relationship is 

also depicted in Percy Shelley’s Romantic ode, “Mont Blanc” (1817), in which the speaker articulates his 

yearning for the imagined as well as the experiential. Through an exploration of these texts, the audience is 

provided with a meaningful appreciation of the relationship between people and landscapes.  

 

 The notion that the experience of places can influence identity is explored in “The Art of Travel”, where 

Botton employs a range of textual forms to represent the power of the imagined landscape to incite profound 

desire within individuals. The psyche’s association of imagined landscapes with renewed identity is explained 

to be the product of philosophical considerations through Botton’s reflective tone - “few activities reveal as 

much about the dynamics of this quest [for happiness] than our travels.” This is reinforced by Botton’s motif of 

intertextual guides, where his examination of the influence of the imagined on Flaubert is depicted in his 

embodiment of passion for the exotic, “the word happiness became interchangeable with the word Orient.” 

Such influences upon the psyche are depicted in his employment of analytical tone to accentuate the 

subjective dimensions at work within the relationship between people and imagined places, which Botton 

argues “might in some critical ways prove more congenial than my own to my temperament and concerns.” 

Thus, it becomes evident that he suggests our attraction to imagined landscapes arises not because they are 

new, but “because they are seen to accord more faithfully with our identity.” This psychological analysis 

reflects the composer’s multi-modal approach and his concern in demonstrating how the identity can be 

profoundly influenced by the landscape.  

 

 The underlying role of subjectivity in influencing people’s relationship with landscapes and the allure of 

imagined places is also explored in “Mont Blanc”. The speaker’s anticipation for a landscape synonymous with 



 

 

dramatic extreme is immediately foregrounded in the specificity of the subtitle, “Lines written in the Vale of 

Chamouni”. The allure of such imagined places draws parallels to “The Art of Travel”, and is reiterated in the 

first stanza through reflective tone, “The everlasting universe… Flows through the mind,” where metaphysical 

imagery suggests the profound impact of the psyche on landscape. The speaker also metaphorically alludes to 

the potential inspiration associated with exotic landscapes, as Flaubert does, “where from secret springs / The 

source of human thought its tribute brings,” reinforcing a mood of hopefulness that alludes to the expectations 

the subjective places on imagined landscapes. The speaker continues to demonstrate his anticipation for 

imagined landscape by evoking its energy and strength through personification, “where woods and winds 

content, and a vast river… ceaselessly bursts and raves.” As such, Shelley’s evocation of of the allure of 

imagined landscapes frames his representation and, like Botton, depicts the ability of subjective anticipation to 

significantly influence their perception of landscapes. 

 

 The ability of landscapes to influence our identity is also demonstrated in “The Art of Travel”’s 

representation of the equally powerful and inspirational impact of real landscapes over the human psyche. The 

therapeutic benefits of the countryside are represented by Botton’s utilisation of emotive, religious imagery, “an 

attempt to restore their health to their bodies, and more importantly, harmony to their souls.”  Botton furthers 

his argument with his historical and academic perspective through his intertextual reference to Wordsworth’s 

philosophy, “regular travel through nature was a necessary antidote to the evils of the city.” He demonstrates 

similar inspirational influences in sublime landscapes by alluding to 18th century philosopher William Burke, 

who defines the term as landscapes that were “vast, empty, often dark, and apparently infinite.” Interlaced by a 

series of photographs of sublime landscapes, Botton utilises emotive language to emphasise the concept that 

despite their reminder of human frailty, they also serve to “help us accept more graciously the great 

unfathomable events that… will inevitably return us to dust.” Botton’s representation of the relationship 

between people and places through various textual forms is hence shown to effectively convey the influence of 

landscapes on identity.  

 

 Written about the highest peak in the Swiss Alps, “Mont Blanc” also depicts the empowerment incited 

by real landscapes and reflects Romanticism’s belief in their inspirational impact. In the same way Botton 

highlights the ethereal beauty of the sublime, so too does Shelley in the description, “fast cloud-shadows and 

sunbeams.” The inspirational impact of such places is heightened through capitalisation, “Where Power in 



 

 

likeness of the Arve comes down,” and suggests the domination of the imagination available within the context 

and its capacity to inspire, “Bursting through these dark mountains like the flame.” Shelley then foreshadows 

Botton’s historical interest in the distinctive power of landscapes to evoke a metaphysical response in the 

traveller, “when I gaze on thee I seem as in a trance sublime and strange.” The transcendent nature of sublime 

places is further evoked through a contrast of the transience of human experience, expressed through 

asyndeton, “born and die; revolve, subside,” and the immutability of nature, “Power dwells apart in its 

tranquility.” In this way, Shelley’s appreciation of the sublime can be seen not only to echo Botton’s 

philosophical interest, but to also act as a precursor, and therefore illustrates how experiences of landscape 

can influence identity.  

 

 Despite vastly differing textual forms, both Botton’s “The Art of Travel” and Shelley’s “Mont Blanc” 

effectively convey the dynamic relationship between people and landscapes. Both argue that this mutual 

dependence is one which shifts and changes according to the individual, thus reminding the audience of the 

complexity of their relationship with the world around them. 

 


